
C D A T A  C O N N E C T

Make it quick and easy to access live data 
where you need it – no movement required
When your business moves fast, you need access to live data when and where 
you need it. Build reports, derive insights, and streamline operations with real-time 
connections between your cloud systems.

Instantly connect to systems  
you use
Using our cloud-native service, simply login, enter the 
application’s credentials, and begin configuring live data 
connections to the cloud applications you use within minutes: 

 No software to install or configure

 No requirement for an underlying database

 Prebuilt connections to 250+ systems

  Federated data views without the hassle of data replication

Live data connectivity
CData Connect Cloud provides instant, consolidated access to live data without the burden of traditional 
replication methods. With minimal setup, an easy-to use interface, and high reliability, you can quickly connect to 
live data from across your ecosystem and finally get the full picture of your business.

“ CData Connect Cloud connects Tableau to Google Analytics, 
Google Ads, and Salesforce. Now we’ve also got connectors 
set up for Pardot, LinkedIn, Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter. I 
have all these things all in one place with no upkeep on my end.”

—  Paul Summitt, Belden D&A IT Supervisor

Easy-to-use without technical 
expertise
Designed to be user-friendly with a point-and-click interface  
that makes it easy for IT and non-IT professionals alike to 
connect systems:

  Point-and-Click UI: Empower business users to self-serve 
their data needs with the ability to create and maintain 
connections without code or deep technical expertise

  AI SQL Generation: Use our AI SQL Generator to transform, 
shape, and model data using standard SQL queries across 
your underlying systems – whether you’re a SQL beginner  
or expert

  Virtual Datasets: Create persistent, reusable datasets 
aggregated from multiple sources to easily combine data  
for reporting

  Secure Access: Ensure data is secure with built-in 
permission and governance controls like user-level select, 
read, write, delete, and export controls

Built to be hassle-free
Built to reliably connect your data without constant monitoring 
and administration so data stays up-to-date without the effort: 

  Always on: Since Connect Cloud is cloud-native and always 
on, you can confidently schedule your client-side reports, 
dashboards, and datasets to refresh automatically with the  
latest data

  High Volume Processing: Rest easy knowing Connect  
Cloud was built on CData platform’s high performance read  
& write capabilities with dynamic metadata, caching, and 
query optimization

  Error Logging and Notification: Setup your connections 
and know you’ll be proactively notified if there’s any errors 
or issues with the jobs before users find them

  World-class Documentation and Support: Help is just  
a click away with extensive product documentation and 
real-time support available through chat, email, or our  
online community



800.235.7250 www.cdata.com 01 Europa, Dr. STE 110 Chapel Hill, NC 27517 community.cdata.com

CData Software is a leading provider of data access and connectivity solutions. Our self-service data products and connectivity 
solutions provide universal access to live data from hundreds of popular on-premises and cloud applications. Millions of users 
worldwide, including Salesforce, Office Depot, and Holiday Inn, rely on CData to enable advanced analytics, boost cloud adoption, and 
create a more connected business. Consumable by any user, accessible within any application, and built for all enterprises, CData is 
redefining data-driven business.

Learn more at www.cdata.com, or reach a representative via email at info@cdata.com.

CData Software – The leading provider of data access & connectivity solutions

C D A T A  C O N N E C T

Up-to-date financial reporting in less time
Tired of exporting multiple .CSV files from Sage and combining it with data from across systems to do your 
monthly or quarterly analysis? Connect Cloud is designed to instantly connect Sage with the systems and tools 
you need to streamline reporting.

“ We would pull in our [Sage Intaact] general ledger into Power BI with CData, and it 
worked on the very first try. It was much easier and simpler and refreshed faster than 
all the other solutions that we were looking into.”

– John Hatch,  Senior Data, Analytics, and Technology Analyst, Upstream USA

Analyze aggregated data in your analytics tool of 
choice
Once enterprise data is consolidated, sync it into your analytics platform for 
streamlined reporting and analysis.

Effortlessly consolidate data from across  
your business
Connect Cloud has out-of-the-box connectors to the most common 
financial, workforce, sales, and marketing tools to make it easy to 
consolidate enterprise data. 

Take the pain out of working with Sage Data
Stop spending hours wrangling data with a self-service tool you can setup and 
maintain – with or without the help of IT.

  Connect and display Sage’s General Ledger, transaction-level data, and 
more into your operational systems or analytics tools

  Setup automated jobs to perform data manipulations and transformations 
between systems

  Merge Sage data with workforce, budgetary, or sales data to create 
persistent, reusable datasets to virtualize into reporting tools or 
operational systems


